
Overview of SAMSUNG Galaxy S5 Active (SM-G870), Galaxy S5 mini (SM-G800F) and Galaxy S5 LTE-A (G906S) 
Infringement of the ‘871 Patent 

 

Plaintiff accuses SAMSUNG of infringement by making, using, selling, offering for sale and importing the SAMSUNG Galaxy S5 

Active (SM-G870), Galaxy S5 mini (SM-G800F) and Galaxy S5 LTE-A (G906S) (the “Accused System”), and all substantially 

similar SAMSUNG camera phone (or smart phone) products. Plaintiff has charted the SAMSUNG Galaxy S5 Active (SM-G870) as 

representative of the other products, which operate in a substantially similar way. The term “Accused System” includes the associated 

hardware, computer hardware, internal semiconductors, software and data, and processes and methods related thereto.   

The Accused System is accused of directly infringing U.S. Patent No. 7,365,871 (the “'871 Patent”).  The term “Accused System” 

includes the associated hardware, computer hardware, internal semiconductors, software and data, and processes and methods related 

thereto.  The asserted claims include elements that are implemented, at least in part, by proprietary electronics and software in the 

Accused System and Method.  The precise designs, processes, and algorithms used in them are held secret, at least in part, and are not 

publicly available in their entirety.  An analysis of SAMSUNG’s documentation and/or source code may be necessary to fully and 

accurately describe all infringing features and functionality of the Accused System and, accordingly, Plaintiff reserves the right to 

supplement these contentions once such information is made available to Plaintiff.  Furthermore, Plaintiff reserves the right to revise 

these contentions, including as discovery in the case progresses, in view of the Court's final claim construction in this action and in 

connection with the provision of its expert reports. 
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12. A combination of handheld 
wireless telephone and digital 
camera comprising: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/cell-phones/SM-G870ADGEATT#key-specs 

 

 

Source:http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/cell-phones/SM-G870ADGEATT#key-specs (Click 
“See Full Specs”) 

Handheld Device 
 
 

The Accused 
System consists 
of a portable 
housing with 
built in wireless 
connectivity. 
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Source:http://downloadcenter.samsung.com/content/UM/201409/20140904011451377/ATT_SM-

G870A_Galaxy_S5_Active_English_User_Manual_KK_NE4_F5_AC.pdf (Page 53 and 55 of 213) 

 

The Accused System is capable of 
sending and receiving audio calls 
to/from a compatible remote 
receiving station. 
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Source: http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/cell-phones/SM-G870ADGEATT#key-specs 

 

 

 
 
Source: http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/cell-phones/SM-G870ADGEATT#key-specs (Click 
“See Full Specs”) 

The Accused System comprise of a 16 megapixel rear camera and 2 megapixel 
front camera for capturing visual images and supported by the portable housing. 
 

Front Camera 

Portable Housing 

Rear camera 
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